Steam Greenlight highlights hate-crime game, 'Kill the F*ggot'

In a new video, Jim Sterling highlights a game that is actually hate speech. Some people often claim a game is inappropriate or sends the wrong message, but a game called Kill The Faggot -- currently on Steam Greenlight -- has a pretty clear and concise message: LGBTQ+ individuals are different, weird and deserve to die.

The description on Steam Greenlight doesn't mince any words on its intention to offend and appeal to the lowest common denominator within the community:

"Hate gays? Want to unleash your frustration with the "LGBT" community? Well now is your chance. Murder gays and transgenders, while avoiding killing straight people. Get as many points before time runs out!"

The game promises "mediocre 3D graphics, three levels of play, fully voiced lowbrow innuendos, and an "amazing soundtrack."

Kill the Faggot is the creation of Skaldic Games, which, according to its website, is a game development company from the Los Angeles area. Skaldic says that its game is part of another game called "The Shelter: A Survival Story."

It is likely that by the time you read this story or shortly thereafter this game will be pulled from Steam Greenlight. For the time being, it can be found here (we've also archived it here for posterity). There's no doubt that Kill the Faggot violates Steam's submission rules for Greenlight in that it uses incendiary language and imagery meant to incite.

Whatever Valve decides, we will continue to follow this story as it develops.